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NEW YARNS AVAILABLE NOW!
Thank you for all your lovely feedback from the last newsletter. Let us
know if you have any questions about yarn and the fibre industry. We can
answer these questions directly or in future editions. We are hoping to
send a newsletter every 3-4 weeks depending on arrivals and newsworthy
subjects. 

Our warehouse staff have been busy over the last few weeks unpacking
loads of exciting new stock! As many of you know, we have added a lace
weight yarn to the Firoi collection. This has been proving very popular and  
selling fast! We also have a new range of 8ply cotton and amigurumi kits
from Circulo, a Brazilian yarn company.

Our warehouse will be closed for the Easter break.

"Creativity
is

intelligence
having fun!"

ALBERT EINSTIEN

https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/yarn/malabrigo/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/
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Fiori Lace
Fiori Lace is the newest addition to the Fiori range.
The stunning blend of 75% Australian extrafine merino
and 25% silk makes this yarn perfect for fine shawls
and garments. The possibilities are endless with 20
luscious hand dyed colours! This yarn would also be
stunning held double with either itself or a mohair to
create a 4ply equivalent. 
Visit www.prestigeyarns.com.au/fiori-lace to see the
whole range.

For anyone looking for some last minute Easter inspiration,
KnitPro and Lana Gatto have you covered. 
KnitPro have releases a sweet knitted Easter Egg and crochet
table decoration and Lana Gatto have created a very cute
Easter chick amigurumi pattern. 
These can all be made with scraps and would make a fun
project for yourselves and customers over the long weekend
www.knitpro.eu/blog/celebrate-spring-with-these-
decorations-for-your-easter-table/en
www.lanagatto.it/en/crochet-chick-decorate-your-home-for-
easter/

ZigZag Style

We have a lovely new pattern set available for all
Bambino Big yarn lovers. There’s a complimentary cowl
and hat available. These quick knits are perfect for
having ready when the cold weather arrives.
Both patterns can be found at
www.ravelry.com/designers/bambini .

Easter Ideas

https://www.knitpro.eu/blog/celebrate-spring-with-these-decorations-for-your-easter-table/en
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/bambini
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/
https://www.knitpro.eu/blog/celebrate-spring-with-these-decorations-for-your-easter-table/en
https://www.lanagatto.it/en/crochet-chick-decorate-your-home-for-easter/
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About Circulo
In 1938 Mr. Leopoldo Jorge Theodoro Schmalz began
his dream of producing yarns and threads for
handicrafts. Today Círculo is one of the largest textile
industries in Brazil. Circulo provides innovation and
modernity through unique colours and textures
without leaving aside traditions and care with high
quality raw materials. 
Visit www.prestigeyarns.com.au/yarn/circulo/ for more
information. Cardigan pattern can be found at
www.circuloyarns.com/post/the-isla-cardigan

Circulo Jeans Lite
Jeans Lite is 100% Brazilian virgin cotton yarn that
gives handmade pieces the effect of denim. It is a
sports (6ply) weight yarn, available in ten different
shades that represent different washes and dyes.
 
Jeans Lite can create various pieces such as skirts, T-
shirts, blouses and jumpers as well as accessories and
homewares with great beauty and style.
www.prestigeyarns.com.au/cijeansl

Circulo Duna

Duna provides excellent yardage and finish to pieces.
It is made of 100% mercerized Brazilian virgin cotton
fibers. Duna is an 8ply yarn with a unique twist, ideal
to be used in garments and and homewares.
www.prestigeyarns.com.au/duna

https://www.circuloyarns.com/post/the-isla-cardigan
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/yarn/circulo/
https://www.circuloyarns.com/post/the-isla-cardigan
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/cijeansl
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/duna
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Circulo Amigurumi

We have a huge new range of kits from dolls and
ballerinas to safari animals and cats & dogs.
These kits are available individually to allow you to
have a stunning range and could even be a basis for a
workshop. 
Visit www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/ to see the
full collection 

All kits contains everything you need to create a
sunning toy including balls yarn, crochet hook, tapestry
needle, toy stuffing, stitch marker as well as eyes and
other accessories as appropriate to individual patterns.

The yarn included in these kits is beautiful 100%
mercerized Brazilian virgin cotton.

https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/
https://www.prestigeyarns.com.au/amigurumi/

